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2012-5-1 09:04 upload and download the attachment (138.38 KB) the first round of the playoffs last year, the thunder challenge
champion Mavericks, but with Durant in the final 1.5 seconds before the vote, the thunder only poise, he had scored 25 points and 6
rebounds. Mavericks in the playoffs opener was Kevin - Durant lore, away away to 98-99 defeat, so the thunder for the time being 1-0
lead. When you focus on the game, we can see in the first game, Kevin Durant wore a Nike Zoom KD IV a fresh version of the new
home court, the combination of blue and white shoe, also added many rich graffiti, including 'Stay Positive' (Paul positive), which is a
magic weapon win.
2012-3-20 17:06 upload download attachment (68.74 KB) Supercup 2 continues the Adidas Supercup field casual basketball shoes
classic design. The whole shoe made of a synthetic material with good heat dissipation performance, exhaust and side with the
mesh toe shoes, foot sweat to help speed up the release of the moment in the shoes to keep dry and comfortable environment. EVA
midsole and Non Marking rubber outsole effectively improves wearer comfort and has good athletic performance. Out of special
protection for the wearer's thumb, the upper part of the thumb is covered with a thick layer of leather. Vamp and tongue, heel 3.1
Adidas Logo shoes and the side of the "three bar" design, the visual effect is more beautiful. Superup 2 will be fully listed in March
2012, providing black and brown two classic color matching, absolutely spring and summer leisure sports must be a single product.
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